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Vince: I guess I have a little trouble with a "fact sheet" that is alist, less of facts, than of the conclusions from 

your book. There's adifference. 1) It may well be a fact that JFK wasn't difficult to protect,but that doesn't 

make it a "fact" that the blame then points to theSecret Service. You are jumping to a conclusion and labeling 

it a fact. 2) I assume that it's a fact that Sam Kinney was adamant that hewas solely responsible for the 

removal of the bubbletop. Does that makeit a fact that he was solely responsible? No, it just makes it a 

factthat Kinney said it. 3) Repeating the old myth that PRS knew of no threats in Dallasis just a re-hashing of 

the literature, not a fact. Much threatinformation tended to come from local sources, and that was also 

thecase in Dallas. If you've read James Hosty's book, you know that heprovided threat information. Others 

did, also. Where do you think theagents learned of threats if there was no information? I'm not surewhere 

the part about "Kennedy's philandering" comes under threats. 4) The idea that the motorcycles were cut 

back in Dallas fromthe "usual" complement seems to be another myth, judging from photos andfilms of 

other motorcades. 5) That an agent released the motorcade route to the press MAYbe a fact, but you don't 

clearly establish it here. 6) Please cite the "Secret Service protocol" that was violatedby the motorcade route 

(not your description of it, but a documentverifying it. You also continue to maintain the discredited claim of 

amotorcade route change, which has no business in a list of "facts." 7) Here you seem to imply that Kenny 

O'Donnell played asuspicious role in rearranging the motorcade--do you consider that afact, too? 8) What's 

the fact here? Roger Craig's claim that Deckerordered his men not to participate in security (which you cite 

evidenceagainst in the next sentence)? Or the hot news that the lead car was aclosed sedan? 9) Which "fact" 

are you proposing here? That Henry Rybka wascalled back from the follow-up car (to which he hadn't been 

assigned)?Or your suspicions about Emory Roberts? 10) This "fact" seems to be a collection of allegations of 

poorsecurity, based on assumptions about "normal" procedures. 11) This seems to be a collection of data 

seeking to point afinger of blame at driver William Greer. Any real evidence againstGreer? None. This is 

slicker than "Greer shot JFK," but no moreconvincing. 12) This "fact" appears to be the BELIEF of some agents 

thatthere was a conspiracy. Somehow, calling this compilation a fact sheet seems falseadvertising.Martin
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